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Mayor vs.
County Leader

BY DIMITRIS CHRYSOCHOOS chrysochoosd@yahoo.gr

A fierce clash has broken out between the Mayor, Lefteris
Papakalodoukas, and the Leader of the Dodecanese
Council, Giannis Maheridis, about the construction of the
Yialos-Nimborio road. The laying of concrete and erection
of street lights has been a demand of the residents and
businesses in the area for a very long time but something
has always happened to delays its proper construction – a
road has been laid at least twice in the past but, mostly
because of poor workmanship, was very short-lived.
After many years and extraordinary efforts (concerning
the correct legal method of construction), the Municipality
managed to secure all the necessary approvals. The study
for the construction was approved and the project was
awarded to a contractor on the 29th of December last year.
With the winning contractor agreeing to carry out the work
with a 33% reduction in the cost, the technical department
of the Municipality must be very careful to make sure that
the work is carried out properly.
The Mayor tried to include the work in an EU funded
programme (OPAX) but when this failed (the program
has closed) he looked for other sources of funding and
naturally he approached the Dodecanese Prefecture as the
work is classed as “regional” and therefore is within the
prefecture’s jurisdiction.
The Municipality was hoping all of the work, or at least
a large part of it, could be completed before the start of
the tourist season. After consulting a number of people
who know the procedures and finances of the Prefecture,
he asked Mr Maheridis to fund the project. The Mayor
told The News of Symi “I have never connected this
project with the one at the harbour of Panormitis, I only

The Nimborio Road, photo © SymiGreece.com

asked for the money for this to not be lost (as the study
for the environmental repercussions from the new jetty at
Panormitis harbour will not be ready for at least a year) and
to use it elsewhere, for example for the preschool nursery
that Mr Maheridis had promised, or the completion of the
works at the EPAL school, or the Yialos-Nimborio road”.
The Leader of the Dodecanese Council replied that
he could not commit to any transferal of funds between
projects and the Mayor responded by saying that Mr
Maheridis is trying to mislead the public so that he can
divert the money elsewhere. There followed a fierce clash
between the two with the media taking interviews and
statements from both.
Continued on page 14»

No one is spared
The Mayor asks the Prime Minister to intervene

14 »
Winter Visitor comes
to Symi
A seal cruises the Dodecanese
(Photo © Sotiris Alexopoulos)

After a completely inappropriate response that he received
from the co-ordinator of the ambulance service on the 7th of
February, the Mayor wrote to the Prime Minister asking him
to intervene to enable solutions to the island’s health-related
problems.
With his letter, the Mayor included the relevant
correspondence with government departments which started
a few days into the new PASOK administration. The letter is
as follows:
Mr Prime Minister
Unfortunately we have been placed in the difficult
position of having to write to you personally, as we have

exhausted all other means for solving the problems relating
to health issues on our island.
In a letter to the relevant Ministries dated 9 December
2009 (protocol number 5895) we explained the poor
conditions of the clinic on Symi and the need to find
solutions to certain problems. Unfortunately, even today
and despite the transmission of our letter by the Minister
to the 2nd Regional Health Directorate, we have yet to
receive an answer and the patience of the residents of our
island has been exhausted.
Continued on page 13»
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Giorgos Zouroudis:

Editorial

The "last man" of his generation
and a "chapter for Symi"

At the start of the new decade, Symi
has witnessed some relative extremes of weather
with rain, high winds and unusually high seas
causing localised flooding in Yialos. Is this a result
of global warming or just part of the normal order of
things? Whatever the answer, Symi and many of the
other islands in the Aegean will have to give special
thought to protecting their harbours, ports and coastal
areas in the years to come (page 12) so that in 2020,
at the start of the next decade, we are not looking
back on wasted years full of lost opportunities.

OBITUARY BY DIMITRIS CHRYSOCHOOS chrysochoosd@yahoo.gr

The news of the death of
Giorgos Zouroudis (Latzi)
just before Christmas
reached us in Athens so
it wasn’t possible for us
to be present at the final
goodbye. Having had a
complete life, the teacher
departed, leaving behind
his invaluable work for
Symi, the like of which
few can match. In the past
we had the chance to spend
hours in his company and
to come out wiser after a
debate.
“A chapter of Symi”,
this is how the late Mayor
Dimitris Haviaras referred
to him, constantly urging
him to be very critical of
his work as Mayor, so he
could press others and
argue the case for Symi.
He was the founder of “I
Foni tis Symi” newspaper
(The Voice of Symi), that
his children Eyaggelia
and Sarantis Kritikos have
continued ever since and
without missing a month.
When he was 18 and
after a two-year study
at the “Magistrale” of
Rhodes, Giorgos became

a teacher at the primary
school in Pedi, and later
on at Giannara’s and the
Ioanidio schools. When
the schools went under
Italian management, he
was forced to leave Symi,
working on the islands of
Milos and Kimolos where
he stayed for 4 years.
During World War II he
enlisted in the battalion
of volunteers from the
Dodecanese.
Three years after the
ceasefire, he returned
to the Dodecanese and
while continuing as a
teacher, he expanded his
interest in journalism with
articles published in the
“Rodiaki” and “Proodos”
newspapers. In 1947 he
published the newspaper
“Symaida” with his
brother Ilias acting as
editor so that there would
be no clash with his job
as a teacher. In 1975 he
published the newspaper
“I Foni tis Symis” which
started as fortnightly
before becoming a monthly
newspaper as it still is
today.
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With Xmas and New Year over and
Epiphany following shortly after, people in Greece
can look to the arrival of the start of Lent and the
run down to Easter, the most important event in the
national calendar. Symi got ready for Lent with the
traditional barbecue of Tsiknopempti and the fun of
the Carnival (page 15) with Lent itself beginning
on Clean Monday with its barbecued octopus and
squid, and kite-flying at Mihaili. As February draws
to a close, already thoughts turn to the new tourist
season ahead. In these very difficult economic
times, nobody is complacent, and everyone in the
tourist industry is determined that Symi will give the
best welcome to tourists that they can this coming
summer.

He was a councillor, and
became leader of the Symi
Council, as well as being a
member of the committee
governing the Panormitis
Monastery and he was the
most active president of
the cultural organisation
“O Sofoklis”.
Giorgos Zouroudis,
the last man of his
generation, completed

his cycle of life offering
priceless
services
to
education and the culture
of Symi.
We at The News of
Symi express our deepest
condolences to his family.
We thank the family
of G. Zouroudis
for the photo
we reproduced here.

The News of Symi took a break during January,
and this new edition is larger than usual, containing
much of the important local news of the past two
months. Much of this is concerned with local politics
(page 9) and how the fragile national economy
is affecting the development of our island (page
11). It is hoped that the national and international
governments can work together to calm the
uncertainty and see Symi, and all of Greece, through
these troubled times.
Whatever else 2010 holds, it should also
see the election of a new council and Mayor in the
Autumn and The News of Symi will be keeping
everyone informed over the coming months of what
could be an exciting contest.
Watch this space!
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The Philarmonic orchestra of “Sofoklis“ during the 1960s.
Thank you to Haralambos Volonakis for giving us the photo. (Photo © Sotiris Alexopoulos)
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The coffers are empty:
Funding has stopped

Awards for students
from the small
Aegean islands

BY DIMITRIS CHRYSOCHOOS chrysochoosd@yahoo.gr
When the Minister of Labour and Social Insurance, Mr
Loverdos, used the phrase “the coffers are empty” many
were surprised with his choice of words but also started to
suspect what is to come. Soon after the Christmas Holidays,
the state services stopped the funding of even the projects
that are currently under construction putting contractors in a
very difficult position. Obviously the Municipality of Symi
couldn’t have been an exception. As a result, the work at the
Pedi Marina and the indoor arena in Horio will stop.
The contractor of the Pedi Marina is owed 150,000 Euros
already for work already completed, and for the indoor arena
the remaining money is enough for the completion of the roof
and the installation of doors and windows. Due to the difficult
economic situation, the Government had no choice but to grant
a one-year extension for the completion of projects funded by
EU programs. It is the least the government could do as it is
their responsibility that one of the main EU funding programs
(ESPA) which could have seen the flow of funds continue has
not started yet.

The projects that should be considered finishing this year
and on-time are the installation and functioning of the 4th
desalination unit and the football stadium (with an athletics
track) in Pedi. The work for the construction of the base for
the 4th desalination unit is well underway and the production
of water is only a matter of time.
The football stadium is being constructed with money
from a loan the Municipality took out, and the bills are paid on
time. Fencing of the area has been completed and the drainage
works carry on at a fast pace. According to the contractor,
if the money from the Municipality continues (as it is at
present), the project will be completed by about the end of
April, weather permitting of course.
The renovation of the “Aegli” reading room is complete
except for the balcony and the Municipality should make sure
to get extra space for books as not even a quarter of its titles
can be accommodated with the current shelf space. The Symi
Municipal Archive is also expected to be moved there in the
near future.
In the Old Municipal Building in Yialos (which will
house the Cultural Centre) there is still work to be done but
the main building, together with the courtyards and their
smaller structures, is already taking shape and everyone can
see the changes. If the contractor had listened to the Mayor
and completed the project by last December, it would now be
finished with all bills paid.
The new buildings in the Panormiteio and Ioannidio
Schools are complete and we await the date for their official
opening.
Finally, the repair works at EPAL (former technical high
school) have not finished and we hope the Dodecanese council
will continue its funding despite the recent clash between the
Leader of the council and the Mayor.
TRANSLATION BY THE NEWS of Symi

The desalination plant in the ‘60s
Photo © Sotiris Alexopoulos

Two students from Symi received awards during a special
ceremony that took place in the Old Parliament in Athens
on Saturday 13 February. Stavros Adoniadis and Ageliki
Morari (photo below) from the Panormiteio High School
of Symi were among 98 students and athletes from 28
Aegean islands with fewer than 3,000 residents that were
distinguished during the last school year.

Photos © Eytychia Perivolari

These awards were established 10 years ago by the then
Ministry of the Aegean and are now under the auspices of
the General Secretariat of the Aegean and Island Policy of
the Ministry of Transport and Communication.
During the ceremony, where the President of Greece
Mr Karolos Papoulias was unable to attend due to an illness, the Junior Minister Nikos Sifounakis (on the right in
the photo below) talked about the great effort made by the
school children of the small Aegean islands to gain good
education under difficult situations and in conditions of
isolation especially during the winter months.
Many Congratulations!
C.B.

The Vasilis Moschovis Award
The writer Manolis Kassiotis was given the 2009 Vasilis
Moschovis award for his work “Karpathos Word War II”
on Friday 29 January in the amphitheatre “Adonis Tritsis”
at the Cultural Centre of the Municipality of Athens.
The Cultural Organisation of the Municipality of
Athens, honouring the memory of the distinguished Symiot
Vasilis Moschovis, organised a competition, for the third
year in a row, for writers of historical, folklore, linguistic
(etc.) content that deal with the history and culture of the
Dodecanese (as a whole or for an individual island).
Vasilis Moschovis was a multi-talented personality,
who combined his wide-ranging skill as a writer, poet,

folk historian and teacher with his genuine love for the
Dodecanese and its traditions especially for his home
island of Symi.
With the help of his sister, Irini Moschovi, he
transformed his three-story house into a cradle of History
and Culture of the Dodecanese which today is a museum
with a rich library exhibiting items of artistic, folk and
historical interest.
He donated this cultural inheritance to the Municipality
of Athens in 1990 so it can be preserved in what is today
called “the Dodecanese House”.

Greek & Foreign Press

Papers, Magazines, Books, Cigars & Cigarettes
Next to Mina’s shop - Tel. 22460 71675

Nikolas Patisserie

Symi sweets, Cookies, Ice Creams
The only traditional patisserie - in Yialos since 1925
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Flooding in
the Aegean
Over the past two months, with greater intensity in
January than recent weeks, the sea level in many islands
of the Eastern Aegean, including Symi, has regularly
increased by up to a metre in places resulting in frequent
(and in some areas almost daily) flooding of many areas
in those islands. The phenomenon was a lot stronger in
islands such as Patmos, Leros, Kalymnos, Symi, Samos
and Nisyros, troubling the local authorities as the sea
level was so high that the coastal areas of ports were
completely covered with water.
According to scientists, the phenomenon is due
to the strong south wind that moved vast quantities of
water from the coast of Africa. However, it’s important
to plan ahead as the intensity and frequency of the
phenomenon may increase year-by-year. The current
county authorities (soon to become “regional“, covering
a much wider area) should carry out and fund studies to
find permanent solutions to the problem.
D.P.C

.

Photo © Andreas Arvanitis

Eleni Kladaki-Vratsanou at “Akoumia 2010“, photo © Irini Gazi

“Akoumia 2010”: The New Year Celebration of
“Nireas”, the Association of Young Symiots
The annual new year celebration event “Akoumia 2010”
of “Nireas”, the Association of Young Symiots, took place
on Sunday 31 January at the conference hall of the GreekFrench school in Piraeus The hall was full of Symiots living
in Athens and Piraeus and, in a warm, party atmosphere, the
start of the new year was celebrated with Symiot dances,
sketches and the traditional handing out of Akoumia, the
famous “Symi doughnuts”.

Tourist Exhibition
in Istanbul

Photos © Eleni Kritikou

The Municipality of Symi took part in the tourist
exhibition in Istanbul with its own kiosk distributing
wide-ranging promotional material in Greek, English
and Turkish.
In the photo (from left) is the owner of the
Rhodes tourist agent “Triton Holidays” Kim Sjogren,
representatives from Rhodes and Patmos, and Mr Giorgos
Papakalodoukas who was in charge of the Symi kiosk
Photo & information
by Giorgos Papakalodoukas
Before the start of the celebration, there was a greeting
by the president of the Association, Kiki Katsara, and a
presentation by Eleni Kladaki-Vratsanou, an electrical
engineer, about the Symiot sponge divers who refloated the
famous Antikythera Mechanism. The speaker, with her good
communication skills, kept everyone interested giving details
from the life and work of the sponge divers, their contribution
to the Antikythera wreck, and showed on a projection screen

some of the findings being exhibited in the Archaelogical
Museum in Athens.
This presentation was followed by a greeting by Mr.
Mihalis Moskiou, the new president of “Panormitis”, the
Social Association of Symiots, and a performance of the
dance groups from the Municipality of Keratsini and the
Association “Nireas”, with live music by the orchestra of a
friend of Symi, Mihalis Gambierakis, and the participation
of Giannis Megaloudis in laouto.
In between, people had the opportunity to laugh at
comedy sketches in the Symiot dialect by Ms. Eirini Tsavari
– Dragoumanou and enjoy a music performance with santouri
by Katerina Dragoumanou. The Corporation “Aegialos”
from Symi also took part and had a kiosk with its products.
Until next year!
Ε.G.
TRANSLATION BY THE NEWS of Symi
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No one is spared

Five Minute Lives #3

Foteinos and Symi’s “Viagra plant”

« Continued from page 9

BY JIM GIBBINS

Come spring, and the birds and the bees
will be doing their biological bit in the
Pethi valley – and the “Viagra” plant will
be in full bloom.
And on that life affirming note I pay
tribute to the late Foteinos, source of much
of the material in this series in his role as an
observer of human life.
Plant life, too (hence his knowledge of
Symi’s homegrown “Viagra”).
Foteinos was a noted industrial chemist in South America who retired to Symi
to pursue his commitment to the environment, particularly botany.
As a means of day to day income he
opened the Drunken Sailor cafeneion in
Pethi, made it a snug retreat for locals and
visitors – as well as a veritable crow’s nest
for himself by which he could scan for
characters.
Though never a seafarer, he had all the
attributes and appearances of a seasoned
old salt. A bulky man, he forever wore a
black sea captain style cap, the peak tilted
to starboard so that only one of his eyes
was clearly visible. A warm eye. A worldly
eye. A wise eye.
And an analytical eye. So it was that he
listened to old timers’ stories of the miracle plant in the Pethi valley – a pretty little
yellow flowering plant – that restored a
man’s waning sexual powers.
He located that plant, tested it scientifically – and bear in mind that he’d been
a leading chemist – and found that what
seemed like folklore was fact. Virtually all
pharmaceuticals have a plant base, he told
me, and this one had strong aphrodisiac
properties in its sap.
He put the “Viagra plant,” as he called
it, out of bounds, digging up the already
plundered site and re-locating it to an inaccessible part of the valley. His reasons? He
didn’t want it exploited and he certainly
didn’t want to risk anyone overdosing on
it.
Today, thanks to his expertise, Symi’s
secret “Viagra” crop flourishes as never
before and stands as a testament in its own
right to the data Foteinos collected for
botanical journals.
Beyond science, though, Foteinos was
an accomplished bon vivant who delighted
in every kind of company, from local fishermen to such celebrities, their yachts
moored in Pethi, as the actors Michael
Caine and Sean Connery.
He ran, the seafarer in him, his caf-

The Drunken Saiolor Cafeneion in 2007, photos © SymiGreece.com

eneion on nautical lines, “logging” his customers as crew who could progress through
the hierarchy of rank – and those movements were noted on boards in the tiny
(no more than six tables) outdoor space of
the premises – all the way from ordinary
seaman to admiral.
He specialised in his own food and
drink recipes. Examples: his Grandma’s
Tipsy Plum Cake and his Blue Nun’s Bikini
cocktail.
To join him for a drink or two, as I did
hundreds of times over the years, was to
settle in the warmth of a conversational
campfire. He spoke seven languages,
including Latin, though his true fluency
was in small talk. Gossip? No. I never heard
him say an unkind word about anyone. His
words were those of a beachcomber, a
scholar of the bits and pieces of human life,
the serendipity that turns up the rare gold
coin in the small change of our existence.
As such, Symi fascinated him. “There
are more colourful characters here per
square meter than anywhere else in the
world,” he used to say.
He planned one day to write a book
about them, but didn’t get beyond a few
notes. What he head, and copiously, was
an oral history and over time he shared it
with me. In this series, then, I am seeking
to put some words of his unwritten book
into print. It’s my way of honouring his
friendship.
And what a friendship that was and
what off-beat revelations it turned up.
Case in point: late one night, just the
two of us, we were sitting at the cafeneion
when an exquisite sound of many tones and
nuances – now vibrato, now pianissimo,
now the two conjoined – seeped across the
valley.
“I always think of that as the spiders’
song,” Foteinos said, with an amiable wink.
He went on to explain that there was an unusual species of spider – he mentioned the
name, but I’ve forgotten it – in the valley
that made its webs in octagonal and slightly
concave shapes. When the wind blew at a
certain angle and at a particular velocity
a synchronicity took place in which the
webs, by the nature of their reconstruction,
inflated and deflated like bellows.
Result: An orchestral sound that was

enhanced as the spiders spread their feelers
to protect their webs, the effect being that
they might have been playing the strands as
if they were harps.
“That sound, dependent on wind patterns
and speeds, is heard no more than once or
twice a year,” Foteinos went on. “Mother
Nature, eh? And isn’t she special?”
The same could be said of Foteinos: a
man attuned to the rhythms of life, to all the
notes and cadences of existence. Though he
wasn’t one to blow his own trumpet.
And so this little fanfare of mine is dedicated to a man who so fully gave his own
music to a life scored to friendly interest,
not least to the idiosyncrasies of his fellow
man…

As you well know, the winter months
are the worst for our residents as weather
conditions and isolation increase their
feeling of insecurity should they become
in need of medical attention. On the
7th of February between 6:30pm 7:00pm in a phone conversation I had
personally with the co-ordinator of the
ambulance service for the immediate
transportation of a patient, I received
the following unacceptable answer:
“We cannot put in danger the security
of the helicopter crew for an 80 year old
man”. The result was that the patient
was taken to Rhodes the following day
and died. And all this because due to the
bad weather conditions the boats were
not running.
Mr Prime Minister
Unfortunately, rather than being
strengthened and staffed for better health
care provision our clinic is weakened
on a daily basis and as a result can
fail to function properly on even basic
matters. With this letter and because
you have personally lived through an
incident which required an immediate
transportation of a person close to you
from Symi to Athens in the past, we ask
for your intervention so that the services
of the Ministry of Health do not show
contempt for our old people and to also
find a solution to the problems our clinic
faces.
The Mayor
Lefteris Papakalodoukas
TRANSLATION BY
THE NEWS of Symi

Optical Fibres
Working on the installation of optical
fibres on Symi started on Monday 22
February. This means that very soon
(maybe as soon as this summer), Symi
will have access to the internet with
speeds far ahead of what is available
now. Moreover, there will be the
possibility to broadcast programmes in
high definition at cinema quality.

Petalo Fish Taverna & Cafe Bar

The only authentic fish taverna on Symi - Directly on the sea!
To Book call: 6937197330 or 6955925428
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Winter Visitor Comes to Symi
BY CHRISTOS BYRON christos@symigreece.com

An unexpected visitor came to Symi a few days ago to
enjoy the winter sun and the island’s wonderful fish.
It was Sunday afternoon when a beautiful and very
friendly seal appeared at the front harbour of Yialos
(where the taxi-boats depart for the beaches) and it
immediately attracted great attention with people
of all ages watching her for hours. And since it was
lunchtime… she caught her own fresh and wriggling
fish in the harbour.

The seal is 3 years old and was at a marine park near
Bodrum in Turkey where she was named “Amygdalia”
(though the fishermen in Lindos named her Paulina), At
the beginning of January she was let free and has been
cruising the waters in our area. Seemingly wanting to
explore the whole of Symi, she was spotted again a few
days ago in the Agia Irini area of Nimborio… on top of
a boat of course.
As the specialists say, people need to be very careful
and to not try to touch her or stroke her as even though
she appears to be friendly and cuddly, she may react in
an unexpected way when she wants to play.
Maybe we shouldn’t go near her, but it seems she
liked Symi and the Symiots so much that she not only
allowed some to go close and stroke her, but she even let
one man give her a kiss!

Photo © Stelios Dermitzakis

After lunch she swam about the harbour of Yialos
before turning towards Harani where she climbed onto
a boat to sunbathe and take her afternoon nap, giving the
opportunity to those who dared to take some close-up
photos!
We have since discovered that the seal has been
swimming all over our area, making her our neighbour.
A few days before coming to Symi, she was seen in the
harbour of Agios Pavlos in Lindos in Rhodes and a day
later they saw her resting on top of a fishing boat near
the aquarium in Rhodes town. The following day she
went down towards the commercial port and climbed
onto a boat near Kolona harbour attracting not only
many spectators but also the local media and she quickly
became a “star” on the TV evening news.
After being contacted by the Rhodes Aquarium,
a biologist from Athens, Ms Stella Adamantopoulou,
came to have a close look at her. Ms Adamantopoulou is
from the Hellenic Society for the Study and Protection
of the Monk Seal (MOm), a Greek, non-governmental
environmental organisation established in 1988 by a
group of biologists researching the sea environment.

There have been a number of issues in the past where
Mr Maheridis has not made a good impression on the
people of Symi. These include:
1. When the harbour road from Mouragio to Gefiraki
in Yialos was completed, Mr Maheridis was an imposed
(before county-wide elections were established) county
leader. The road was laid with compacted earth and the
business owners rightly complained. They signed a
petition and the matter came to a Symi council meeting in
the presence of Mr Maheridis. Everyone asked for the road
to be concreted except for two persons: the then president
of the council, Mihalis Makrakis and the councilor
Dimitris Chrysochoos who asked for the work to be done
properly. Mr Maheridis said a historical phrase to the then
Mayor Mr Makropoulos, “this year there will be a rough
concrete-laying job but get ready Mayor for paving next
year”, something that never happened and which we are
still waiting for!
2. When there was a problem with the water supply
in Symi, Mr Maheridis suggested the Municipality
should buy a water boat for transporting water together
with ANES. ANES did a market search and sent tankercaptains to inspect possible vessels. When ANES said that
the company was ready to buy a boat, Mr Maheridis made
it clear that they would have to own three water boats, not
just one, and take part in a competitive tender. The attempt
failed.
3. Mr Maheridis promised funding for the construction
of a second pre-school nursery which would serve the
needs of the families of the extended area of Yialos. We
are still waiting even though the site has been found.
4. Mr Maheridis committed the county council to
contribute financially to the construction of the football
stadium in Pedi. It should be noted that when he gave that
promise, the work for the 5-a-side football ground was
already completed. The Municipality had to take out a load
in order to go through with the project.
It’s not at all surprising, then, that the vast majority of
Symiots support the Mayor in this clash and even though
we don’t want to inflate things further, Mr Maheridis
should answer the following two questions:
a) Does the County council have the funds and, if so,
why don’t they give them for the Nimborio road with the
condition that the Municipality must carry out the work in
Panormitis when the time comes?
b) Does he want to use the 450,000 Euros for a
different project elsewhere in order to secure votes for the
forthcoming elections?
We are obliged to pose these questions, but Mr
Maheridis should be aware that the people of Symi think
that the answer to the latter is “yes”.
TRANSLATION BY THE NEWS of Symi
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As the Mayor told the “Rodiaki” newspaper, it would
be good for the relevant authorities to take notice and
to try to move her to a marine park as she is so used to
people that she doesn’t seem to want to move too far
away and live in the open Mediterranean Sea. There is
also the danger that she could be caught in fishing nets
while she is hunting near the shore.
At the time of writing, Amygdalia/Paulina was
continuing her cruise and The News of Symi has learned
that she has been back to Turkey near to the area she was
first released last month.
If she decides to come back to Symi, and until a
permanent solution can be found, let’s look after and
protect her!
More photos from Amygdalia/Paulina’s
visit to Symi can be found at:

www.symigreece.com/symiblog240110gr.htm

Photo © Women’s Association of Symi
On Sunday 24 January, the Women’s Association of Symi
cut the Vasilopita at the conference hall of Opera House.
The event was attended by hundreds of people including
the Metropolitan of Symi Mr. Chrysostomos.
The evening was accompanied by traditional dances
with the group of Mihalis Missos (with the participation of
Lefteris Spanos in the bouzouki) and the dance groups of
Women’s Association.
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Symi Carnival & Clean Monday
BY CHRISTOS BYRON christos@symigreece.com

PHOTOS BY SymiGreece.com info@symigreece.com

This year’s Carnival began on Symi with the evening
of Tsiknopempti (Smokey Thursday) at the Syllogos
square in Horio where the barbecue started early for the
traditional feast that the Municipality of Symi organises
every year.

Despite very cold weather, with a temperature several
degrees below zero, the square was full of lions, cats,
brides, ballerinas, supermen, clowns, skeletons, devils
and also some common mortals, who ate, drank and
danced to the carnival music.

After the theatrical performance, the kids queued for
a few rides on the carousel that the Municipality had
brought from Rhodes, the smell from the souvlaki of
AOS was heavenly, and the party went on with lots of
music and dancing for several hours.

The Voluntary Theatre Group of Symi entertained
the young and the old with a good sketch by Zoi Valasi,
“A Crazy Carnival”. Direction was by Smaragda
Petridi, music by Georgia Papakalodouka, the Women’s
Association of Symi helped with the costumes and the
cast was as follows:

After the carnival, the festivities moved from
Yialos to Mihaili (Roukouniotis Monastery) where,
on Clean Monday, the Municipality organised a feast
outside and around the Monastery marking the start of
Lent. Traditional Clean Monday flat-breads (lagana),
barbecued sea-food, salads, pickles and lots of wine
accompanied the dancing in front of the big tree at
the entrance of the Monastery and the traditional kiteflying.
Clean Monday at Mihaili, photos © Christos Volas

Ten days later, and despite the gale force winds, the
party continued in front of Pahos cafeneio in Yialos,
where the Municipality organized the main event for the
last weekend of Carnival.

Eytyhia Desinioti (The Mayor), Irini Petridi (Yokel),
Sevastiana Megaloudi (Golfo, a well-known character
in Greek cinema and theatre), Kokona Haska (Gypsy),
Eleftheria Kakkari (Queen of the Night), Valantoula
Sarri (Spanish Girl), Alexandra Koumentakou (Cook),
Danah Maravelia (Dragon).

More photos and videos from this year’s
Symi Carnival can be found at:

www.symigreece.com/symiblog.htm
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The “Aegli”
Reading Room
by christos byron christos@symigreece.com
The renovation of the Aegli reading room in Yialos was
completed a few days ago, with the first of its thousands of
titles already placed on the bookshelves.
After the books have all been placed on the shelves,
a systematic recording, correct sorting and re-shelving
will follow before the reading room opens its doors to the
public, expected to happen at some point in the next few
months.
Photos © SymiGreece.com

Inside the renovated reading room there is a large
central area with a wooden ceiling, where all the books
are expected to be placed. The historical archive of the
Municipality of Symi will be housed in the same room,
after sorting by the Department of History and Archaeology
of the University of Crete with Mr Christos Loukos as the
leading professor. There is also a second room at the rear
which is connected with the main room via double folding
doors, a small kitchen area, two entrances (one to the main
room and one to the kitchen), a courtyard and a toilet.

of Symi
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The School Library of the
Panormiteio High School of Symi
ΤΗΣ Irini GAzi irinag@otenet.gr

The school library of the Panormiteio High School of Symi
is housed inside a functional open-plan area within the school
premises, one of the 500 libraries created between 1997-2000
in schools around Greece, funded by the European Union.
With modern infrastructure and materials, the Greek Network
of School Libraries is a strong educational tool that is part of
the change in the way education is delivered and serves the
teaching needs of the 21st century.
The institution of School Libraries in modern Greece
has deep roots from even before the War of Independence
in 1821. In a letter to the residents of Smyrna, Adamantios
Korais (1748-1833, a humanist scholar credited with laying
the foundations of Modern Greek literature and a major figure
in the Greek Enlightenment) wrote about the school libraries:
“Do you want your school to flourish? You need to start by
establishing a library, good and rich; it’s not necessary to
complete it immediately, but it’s necessary to start”.
Ever since the 1830s, the early years of the new Greek
State during the Kapodistrias era, school libraries have been
established within the school framework with the aim to
strengthen teaching. With the 1835 and 1901 decrees, public
libraries and a secretariat were established in all state schools.
However, the first substantial and innovative intervention
took place in 1996 when a decision was made to establish
the Network of School Libraries in the three years that
followed.
The School Library of the High School of Symi was
established in 2000 and consists of a service counter where
the librarian works, a reading room, an audio-visual area
and, of course, the book shelves, which apart from the main
collection of 6,000 titles, also includes 2,000 books which
used to be in the Panormiteio High School prior to the opening
of the library.
During the visit that The News of Symi made to the library,

Photos © Irini Gazi

our guide, Mr Sokratis Maroulis, told us that the library is
open to students for classes and organized events (book
presentations, etc.), and also for one-off visits by students and
teachers as well as the general public. The library’s collection
is available for all to use inside the premises as well as for
borrowing and photocopying.
The books are arranged in themed sections: encyclopedias,
dictionaries, atlases, literature, prose, poetry, theatre, essays,
critiques, philosophy, religion, social sciences, exact sciences,
languages, history, culture, art, sport and entertainment. These
categories make up the main collection of the library which
is continuously updated with titles donated by publishing
organisations as well as public and private bodies.
All school libraries are connected with the National School
Network where one can gain access to public and academic
libraries, as well as the library of the Institute of Education,
thus improving the work of teachers. In Symi, this connection
is temporarily out of order, but is expected to be restored in
the near future.
For those not belonging to the school community but who
are interested in using the library, the opening hours are 8am
to 3pm Monday to Friday and the contact telephone number
is 22460 70016.
TRANSLATION BY THE NEWS of Symi

HOLIDAY STUDIOS

The Aegli reading room was established in 1872 and
is possibly the oldest in the Aegean. Its collection includes
hundreds of books from the 18th and 19th centuries:
encyclopaedias, dictionaries, scientific and historical
textbooks, religious books, etc.
Apart from the characteristics of the books themselves
(binding, printing, type of paper, font, language, page
arrangement, etc.), one can see the different old stamps
of the reading room, as well as hand-written notes,
dedications, etc., priceless artefacts that everyone will be
able to see and admire very soon.

Book your 2010 holiday now!
Special offers available.
Contact: simistudios@yahoo.gr

HOUSE CARE

DOMA Real

Estate SYMI

The trusted expert advisors
A house for your holiday in Symi is a
privilege, and... if chosen wisely, it will also
become a great investment
We are located at the centre of the Symi port
above Pahos kafeneio

www.doma.gr

Tel. 22460 72619
e-mail: domasymi@otenet.gr

General repairs, Maintenance,
Plumbing, Building,
Carpentry, Painting
Call 6942404572
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Akoumia Recipe
by Smaragda Makri
Ingredients
- 500gr of flour
- 100gr of rice
- 1 pinch dry yeast
- 2 shots of ouzo
- ½ a small glass of corn oil
- Oil for frying
- Honey or sugar
- Cinnamon
Photos © SymiGreece.com

Photos © SymiGreece.com

The Akoumia of Ai Thanasis
BY christos byron christos@symigreece.com

Boil the rice until it becomes very soft. Add the
flour, ouzo, yeast and half-glass of corn oil and mix
thoroughly by hand. Leave the dough to rise for
about 3 hours, keeping it well covered.
Heat the oil for frying the dough until it is hot, and
take the dough bit by bit with your fingers and put
it into the hot oil being careful not to burn yourself.
When the akoumia have a good colour, remove
them from the oil with a spatula and place them on
absorbent paper or a towel to remove the excess oil.
Move the akoumia onto a plate and sprinkle them
with cinnamon and also with sugar or honey.
Finally, eat them and enjoy a taste of Symi!

The church of Ai Athanasis in Horio, freshly painted
and with a brand-new fountain in the back courtyard was
dressed in its best to welcome worshippers of every age
who, despite the rain, filled the church for the morning
service on the Agios Athanasios nameday on the 18th of
January.

The Metropolitan of Symi, Mr.Chrysostomos, conducted
the service telling the congregation afterwards that it had
been his first chance to be on Symi for the Ai Thanasis
nameday in the 6 years that he has been on Symi, as in the
previous years he has taken his annual leave in January to
visit his mother in Australia.
Present were also the head of the Police, the Army and
the Port Police of Symi and soldiers who helped during the
procession of the Holy Icon of Agios Athanasios around

Preperation

the Monastery.
After the end of the church service, akoumia (the
famous Symi doughnuts made using a traditional recipe
before the church service), Symiot cheesepies, koulourakia
and several types of local sweets accompanied the morning
coffee in the dining room and courtyard of the Monastery.
87 photos from the Eve and Nameday
of Agios Athanasios can be found in

www.symigreece.com/aithanasis10.htm
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USEFUL
NUMBERS
PUBLIC SERVICES
MUNICIPALITY                                  2246370110
CULTURAL CENTRE                 2246360413
CITIZENS’ ADVICE
                   2246360400
WATER COMPANY (DEYAS)            2246070005
SOCIAL SERVICES
           2246360419
POLICE   
         2246071111
PORT AUTHORITY                           2246071205
CUSTOMS HOUSE                               2246071429
ELECTRICITY COMPANY                  2246071338
POST OFFICE
                        2246071315
DOCTOR’S CLINICS
YIALOS
                         2246071290
HORIO                                        2246071316
DENTISTS
VOLONAKIS H.                      2246071272
TSAVARIS V.                      2246072050

Socio-Medical conferences on Symi
An important conference will take place on Symi
between 9-13 July about health and treatment in hard-toreach islands. This conference will be the first of its kind
and is expected to be repeated every two years on Symi.
The seminar’s organising committee consists of the
Professors of Medicine G. Farmakidis and V. Tarlatzis.
The professionally staged event will take place at Opera
House and, according to the information we received, it
is estimated that the number of delegates will be about
300. Among them will be the Junior Health Minister F.

Genimata, the former Minister A. Papadopoulos and the
editor of the Athens daily “To Vima”, Pantelis Kapsis. The
Health Minister M. Xenogianakopoulou has expressed
her willingness to participate, other commitments
permitting.
The conference is dedicated to the memory of Giannis
Diakogiannis and is part of an effort to continue the
conferences that started in his days on issues of health
and medical/drug treatment in 2000 and 2002.
Panagitsa Mihailou

Out & About on Symi
Before the Storm, photos © SymiGreece.com

PHARMACY
TSAVARIS Y.

                    2246071888

BANKS
NATIONAL                                            2246072294
ALPHA                                                   2246071085
DODEKANISOS                    2246071332
TRAVEL AGENTS
ANES                                    2246071100
KALODOUKAS                    2246071077
SYMI TOURS                    2246071307
TAXIS
STAMATIS
                   6945226348
GIORGOS
                   6974623492
KOSTAS
                                  6945252308
THANASIS
                   6946568731
THODOROS
                   6945531676
KOSTANTINOS                                         6944105596

ADVERTISE

Inside The News of Symi
for as little as €10
T 6947402722  
E info@syminews.com

Epiphany celebrations on Symi. Congratulations to
Giorgos Mihailos (wearing a black jacket at the bottom
right corner), who surprised the swimmers from the
surounding boats, dived fully clothed in the cold waters
of Yialos and caught the Cross.

Satutrday Night in Symi

Shooting Lessons at the Luna Park in Yialos
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Letters To Symi

Please send your letters to info@syminews.com. We do not publish letters unless a full name, postal
address and daytime phone number are supplied. If you do not wish your name published, please
say so. Due to space restrictions, letters should be limited to 300 words and may be edited.

Cameras and Surveillance
of Citizens
The News of Symi received and is publishing a
letter from Ms Wendy Wilcox who (via a solicitor)
addresses the objections we raised (published in
the December edition) for the webcam that is
placed at her office and broadcasts live on the
internet 24 hours a day. The letter was written in
Greek (the original letter can be found on page
25) and what follows is a translation written
by The News of Symi which we believe fairly
represents the difficult legalistic style and tone of
the original.
Dear sirs,
In reply to your letter dated 4/12/2009 about
the use of a webcam by my business which
supplies tourist services based on the island of
Symi I‘d like to express the following:
The section of the law you refer to doesn’t
apply in my case which you refer to, as I have put
this webcam outside the offices of my business,
which webcam functions in an environment
of direct connection, without sound, with the
aim of tourist promotion and advertising of the
island of Symi and by extension of my business,
therefore there is no video-recording, no storage
of material takes place and there is no processing
of personal data or violation of rights/personal
freedom.
Also note that in a prominent position of my
business there is a relevant sign which informs
those passing-by about the existence/functioning
of the camera.
Also, according to the EU directive 95/46/
EK, the use of webcams in tourist areas for the
purpose of tourist promotion and advertising is
legal.
You should also take into consideration that
in this day and age, the use of cameras in public
places and for various reasons is very common
in public buildings, banks, etc. and much more
so in tourist areas like the island of Symi, for the
promotion of the tourist product via the internet.
You should also note that in the website that
my business runs, which is visited by thousands
of visitors, there is information and historical
material about our island of Symi on offer which
contributes to the tourist development of our
island, and I believe my business contributes
to this development by its smooth operation for
many years on our island.
Because unfounded conclusions expressed
by you about me personally, my actions and the
functioning of my business, result in personal
damage and financial loss, possible continuation
of unfounded and unfair behaviour by your part
will result in the usage of all my legal rights
personally against you, in front of every relevant
Court and Authority.
The News of Symi would like to point out the
following to Ms. Wilcox:
(a) In the above reply there is no mention
whatsoever of the main reason of our objections
which is the recognition of people that either
walk in the most central road in Yialos or stand
in front of the camera violating their personal
freedom as a result. As we were informed by
the Data Protection Authority, the possibility to
recognise people is against the Law 2472/1997
about the protection of individuals with regard to

the processing of personal data.
(b) That the webcam is “outside the offices of
the business” and “functions in an environment
of direct connection, without sound, with the aim
of tourist promotion and advertising” doesn’t
mean that “there is no video-recording”, nor that
“no storage of material takes place and there is
no processing of personal data or violation of
rights/personal freedom” as you mistakenly,
in our opinion, state in the above letter. The
webcam records and collects personal data (due
to the possibility of recognising people) by
broadcasting live on the internet 24 hours a day.
This means that anyone who goes on the internet
is in a position to store personal data that the
camera records and broadcasts.
(c) That you have placed “a relevant sign which
informs those passing-by about the existence/
functioning of the camera” is beyond the point
as, based on what we were told by the Authority,
the recognition of people by the camera is strictly
prohibited, and therefore the existence or not of
signs is not relevant; whoever walks or stands
in front of the camera should not be able to be
recognised anyway.
(d) We totally agree that “the use of webcams
in tourist areas for the purpose of tourist promotion
and advertising” is legal and we are not against
their existence and operation. But we are against
the possibility of recognising people by such
cameras which, according to the information we
received by the Authority, is illegal.
(e) The attempt to compare this camera
with cameras that operate in indoor areas and
mentioning that “in this day and age, the use of
cameras in public places and for various reasons
is very common in public buildings, banks, etc.”
is rather unfortunate as those operating cameras
in public buildings, banks, etc., and where
recognition of people is possible, must have a
legal license to operate issued by the Authority
to start with and not one of them broadcasts on
the internet.
(f) That in the website where the camera
broadcasts there is the possibility for the visitor to
find “information and historical material” about
Symi, something that, as you say, “contributes to
the tourist development of our island” has nothing
to do with the objections we raised about the way
the camera functions. We have never asked to shut
down any website but only to alter the functions
of the camera. Your website can still function and
offer the same information to its visitors
as long as the recognition of people by the
camera is not possible. In the letter we sent
you with our objections, we have listed the
ways this can be achieved.
(g) The News of Symi newspaper has
never made “unfounded conclusions” and
has never mentioned you nor your business.
We ask you to please refrain from making
such unfounded accusations.
Based on the above and the fact that
there is no offer to alter the functions
of the camera so that the recognition of
people is no longer possible, the editors of
The News of Symi had no choice but make
a formal complaint to the Hellenic Data
Protection Authority.
In the near future, the Authority will
issue an official decision on the matter
which this newspaper will publish.

QUIZZES by SIMOS #11
Solutions will be in the next edition
of The News of Symi.

What are these four things and
where can you find them?

NAGGAGRAM

T H E
O K C
A

I

R

How many words of 4 or more letters can you find from
these 9 letters? Each letter can be used once without
plurals ending in s or names of people or places. Every
word must contain the letter in the centre and be allowable
in Scrabble. There is one 9-letter word to discover.

Good: 23-43 words Very Good: 44-62 words Excellent: 63 words or more
Solutions #10 WHAT ON EARTH: The two objects were a measuring tape and
a lighter. NAGGAGRAM: Rainwater, antiwear, interwar, rainwear, antiwar,
awaiter, tawnier, tinware, warrant, wartier, atwain, twiner, waiter, wanier,
wanter, warier, warner, warren, winter, writer, await, aware, rawer, rewin, tawer,
tawie, twain, twier, twine, water, wirer, wrier, write, anew, newt, twin, wain,
wait, wane, want, ware, warn, wart, wean, wear, weir, went, wine, wire, wren,
writ. PEOPLE SPOTTING: The people in the photos were Harrison Ford &
Carrie Fisher who starred as Han Solo and Princess Leia in the Star Wars films.

H O L I D A Y S

&

Y A C H T I N G

S E R V I C E S

V . H . F. C H A N N E L 6 “ L I B R A ”

856 00 Symi, Dodecanese, HELLAS
Mobile: 6945 491 588, Tel: +30 22460 71077, Fax: +30 22460 71491
e-mail: information@kalodoukas.gr, www.kalodoukas.gr
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SPORT NEWS of Symi

BY KYRIAKOS KARAKATSANIS kyriakosg21@yahoo.gr

FOOTBALL RESULTS
6/2: Thyela Pylonas – Α.Ο.S. 3-2 | 30/1: Α.Ο.S. – P.Α.S Asklipiou 0-1 | 23/1: Α.Ο.S. – Apollon Apollonon
2-1 | 16/1: Damagitos – Α.Ο.S. 2-5 | 9/1: Α.Ο.S. – Aspida Salakou 0-1

BASKETBALL RESULTS
24/1: Eolos Kefalou – Α.Ο.S. 63-39 | 17/1: Α.Ο.S. – Pantiliakos 41-29 (not finished) | 9/1: Kleovoulos
Lindou – Α.Ο.S. 46-29
Α.Ο.S – Apollon Apollonon, photo © rodoslive.com
FROM 22/02/10 TO 04/03/10

Scoreboard

SYMI ƭƭ
MONDAY

(12 2 0)
(10 3 1)
(10 2 2)
(8 2 4)
(7 1 6)
(6 3 5)
(5 2 7)
(7 0 7)
(5 0 9)
(3 3 8)
(2 0 12)
(0 0 14)

A

52:3
47:11
30:7
36:23
28:18
22:17
25:32
24:21
18:23
21:37
16:73
5:59

(+49)
(+36)
(+23)
(+13)
(+10)
(+5)
(-7)
(+3)
(-5)
(-16)
(-57)
(-54)

SYMI

07.30

RHODES

09.20

SYMI

16.20

14.30

-

Ε.Α. Kalymnou
Elpida Petaloudon
Kolegio Rodou
Eolos Kefalou
Ilios Ialysou**
Kleovoulos Lindou
Α.Ο. Pantiliakosς*
Α.Ο.S.**
Stavros Kalathion

15
15
14
12
11
10
8
8
8

(7-1)
(7-1)
(6-2)
(4-4)
(4-3)
(2-6)
(3-3)
(1-6)
(0-8)

540-420 (+120)
529-366 (+163)
460-399 (+61)
468-457 (+11)
391-351 (+40)
364-471 (-107)
269-287 (-18)
324-421 (-97)
362-535 (-173)

PORT

TUESDAY

TIME
A

PORT
D

SYMI

The 1st gets promoted to Group A.
f Diagoras stays in the 3rd National Division, the 2nd
also gets promoted.

EXPATCAT

by Vasilakis

More ExPatCat at: www.SymiGreece.com/expatcat.htm

D

SYMI

A

D

07.30 SYMI

RHODES

09.20

SYMI

16.20

RHODES

WEDNESDAY

TIME

PORT

SYMI

09.20

A

D

TIME
A

D
15.00

07.30 SYMI

16.00 RHODES

17.50

SUNDAY
PORT

TIME

07.30 SYMI

14.30 RHODES

08.50

THURSDAY

TIME
A

-

07.00

SYMI

09.20

14.30 RHODES

16.20

16.50

17.00

18.50

SYMI

D

RHODES
SYMI

PORT
A

16.50

A

D

07.00 SYMI

RHODES

08.50

SYMI

16.50

PORT

TIME

D

15.00 SYMI

SATURDAY

FRIDAY
PORT

TIME

A

D

07.00 SYMI

15.00 RHODES
SYMI

08.50

TIME
A

SYMI

08.50

14.30 RHODES

16.20

SYMI

D
15.00

07.00 SYMI

17.00 RHODES

18.50

SUNDAY
PORT

TIME

16.50

17.30

19.20

PROTEUS
MONDAY

TUESDAY

TIME

PORT

SYMI

A

THURSDAY

TIME

PORT
D

14.00 SYMI
15.40

WEDNESDAY

TIME

PORT
D

RHODES

A

D

07:00 SYMI

FRIDAY

TIME

PORT
A

D

07.00 KOS

SATURDAY

TIME

PORT
A

06.00 RHODES

D

SUNDAY

TIME

PORT
A

11.00 KOS

D
06.00

RHODES

08:40

09.00 RHODES

08.40

11.00 NISYROS

07.30

07.45 SYMI

12.35

13.05 NISYROS

07.30

KAST/ZO

13.40

14.00 SYMI

12.35

13.05 TILOS

09.00

09.20 TILOS

15.15

15.30 TILOS

09.00

09.20

TRHODES

18.40

19.15 TILOS

15.15

15.30 SYMI

11.30

11.55 NISYROS

16.55

17.05 SYMI

11.30

11.55

SYMI

20.55

NISYROS

16.55

17.05 RHODES

18.40

RHODES

13.35

14.15

KOS

18.40

KAS/ZO

18.55

19.05

RHODES

23.45

13.35

14.15 KOS

KAS/ZO

18.55

19.05

RHODES

23.45

07.45

-

FROM 02/04/10 TO 05/04/10

SYMI ƭƭ
GOOD FRIDAY
PORT

HOLY SATURDAY
PORT

TIME
A

D

SYMI

A

EASTER SUNDAY
PORT

TIME
D

07.00 SYMI

A

EASTER MONDAY
PORT

TIME
D

06.30 SYMI

TIME
A

D

19.30 THODES

08.50

09.15 RHODES

08.20

09.00 RHODES

PAN/TIS

10.50

11.45

PAN/TIS

11.00

12.00 PAN/TIS

10.50

11.45

SYMI

12.45

15.30

RHODES

17.20

SYMI

13.00

15.30 SYMI

12.45

15.30

RHODES

17.20

18.00 RHODES

17.20

18.00

SYMI

19.50

SYMI

21.20

09.00

RHODES

-

19.50

PROTEUS
GOOD FRIDAY
PORT

* Α.Ο. Pantiliakos has two games less
** Α.Ο.S and Ilios Ialysou have one game less

A

SATURDAY
PORT

TIME

SYMI ƭƭ
MONDAY

BASKETBALL Division B (8 games)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

PORT

TIME

FROM 05/03/10 TO 01/04/10

A

1st gets promoted to Group A1
2nd goes to a play-off game for promotion to A2
3rd gets promoted to A2
4th goes to a play-off game for promotion to A2

-

D

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
PORT

HOLY SATURDAY

TIME
A

RHODES

PORT
D

EASTER SUNDAY

TIME
A

08.00 RHODES

EASTER MONDAY
PORT

D
09.00

SYMI

09.40

10.00 KAS/ZO

13.40

14.00

TILOS

12.10

12.20 RHODES

18.40

19.15

NISYROS

13.45

13.55 SYMI

20.55

KOS

15.30

15.40

NISYROS

17.10

17.20

TILOS

18.45

18.55

SYMI

21.05

21.20

RHODES

23.00

TIME
A

E

38
33
32
26
22
21
17
15
15
12
6
0

TIME

SE
RV
IC

1. Evagoras
2. Digenis
3. Aspis Salakou
4. Thyela Pylonas
5. Α.Ο.S.
6. P.Α.S. Asklipiou
7. Ε.Ν.Α.
8. Apollon Apollonon
9. Ο.F. Istriou
10. Rodiakos
11. Damagitos
12. Petaronas

PORT

WEDNESDAY

SYMI
RHODES

D
14.00

15.40

-

NO

FOOTBALL Division B (14 games)

TUESDAY

#11 expatcar
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